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We present an efficient numerical methodology to study the effect of off-diagonal randomness on super-
conductivity. This is a real space approach using Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG) method coupled with
augmented space vector recursion (ASVR) technique for disorder averaging. We find in the presence of
off-diagonal randomness s-wave superconductivity is favoured by greater hopping integral strength
between similar species as compared to that between dissimilar ones and d-wave superconductivity is
suppressed by off-diagonal randomness much like diagonal randomness. Combined diagonal and off-
diagonal randomness leads to asymmetry in both the normal as well as the superconducting densities
of states.
1. Introduction

The study of the effect of disorder on superconductivity offers a
paradigm to study the interplay of interactions and disorder. In the
recent years disordered attractive Hubbard (DAH) model has been
a convenient starting point to understand the role of disorder on
superconductivity for variety of problems [1–7]. A large body of
these studies relied on Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG) formalism
[8] to treat superconductivity and there has been progress in the
development of new methods for the solution of the BdG equation
both in real and in reciprocal space. In addition, for disordered sys-
tems to carry out configuration averaging over random parameters,
either direct configuration averaging (DCA) or the single-site
mean-field coherent potential approximation (CPA) [5–7,9,10]
has been employed. While DCA is restricted only to a limited
number of disordered configurations, CPA is ideally suited only
for models with on-site disorder. Very recently we have developed
a real space technique to solve BdG equations in the presence of
disorder [11]. Here the technique of disorder averaging is based
on the augmented space formalism (ASF) introduced by one of us
[12] and is not constrained by the above mentioned limitations
of DCA and CPA. In fact, in several earlier works [13–16] the CPA
has been shown to be an approximation within the ASF in which
we self-consistently downfold the entire random environment of
a site onto the space generated by its configurations. The ASF is a
x: +91 33 2335 3477.
.

natural generalization of the CPA and allows us not only to include
effects of configuration fluctuations of the near neighbourhood of a
site, but also, through the ‘‘terminator” approximation regulate the
accuracy of the numerical results. Recently we have illustrated [11]
the viability of our real space approach to solve BdG equations in
the presence of disorder for several models for diagonal disorder,
disorder in the on-site attractive term Uii so that electrons attract
each other provided they are near certain randomly placed impu-
rity centre, and for correlated disorder i.e. alloys with short ranged
order.

The main emphasis of the present paper is to illustrate the via-
bility of our methodology for systems with off-diagonal random-
ness. Off-diagonal randomness, for example, is realized in alloys
where there is a local lattice distortion because of size mismatch
of the constituents which introduces disorder in the off-diagonal
hopping integral in a tight-binding model. Thus the nearest neigh-
bour ‘‘hopping integral” for a binary AB alloy with off-diagonal dis-
order takes values tAA, tBB and tAB, according to whether there is AA,
BB or AB type of atoms occupying neighbouring sites. There could
also be disorder in the off-diagonal Uij term in the case of d-wave
superconductors. It is interesting to note, a treatment of off-diago-
nal disorder is non-trivial. Unless simplified assumptions are made
about off-diagonal disorder [17], the single-site CPA cannot deal
with problems involving correlated randomness involving more
than one site. The only mean-field work which included the effect
of off-diagonal disorder in superconductivity was by Michalik and
Wysokiński [18,19] who used a version of the CPA proposed by
Blackman et al. [20] to incorporate off-diagonal disorder. We
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emphasize here that it is in the ability to treat off-diagonal disorder
that the real strength of the ASF becomes particularly evident and
will be clear from the discussions of the present paper.

The remainder of the paper will be organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 we shall discuss our method for dealing with off-diagonal
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randomness in details. Section 3 will be devoted to discussion of
the results showing the effect of off-diagonal randomness in the
hopping integral tij (a) on test cases for normal (non-superconduc-
ting) systems (b) for s-wave and d-wave superconductors. Finally
in Section 4 we shall summarize our analysis.

2. Methodology

2.1. The attractive Hubbard model

We begin with a single-band Hubbard model with an attractive
electron–electron interaction. The attractive Hubbard Hamiltonian
is a popular and useful phenomenological model to study super-
conductivity [21]. It has been widely used to study both s-and
d-wave superconductivity in ordered systems [22,23]. We have
also used it to analyze the existence of stable solutions for ordered
superconductors in our previous communication [11]. We now
briefly review the Hamiltonian considered in our study to intro-
duce the notations. The Hamiltonian is given by

H ¼ �
X
hi;ji;r

tij cyircjr þ cyjrcir

� �
þ
X

ir

ðei � lÞnir þ
X
hi;ji;r;r0

Uijnirnjr0 ð1Þ

where cyir; cir
� �

are the usual electron creation and annihilation
operators with spin r on-site labelled i of a square lattice, the kind
of lattice we consider in the present work. The local charge density
operator is ni = ni" + ni;, where nir ¼ cyircir. l is the chemical poten-
tial, tij is the nearest neighbour hopping integral which is 0 unless i
and j are nearest neighbours on the lattice. ei is the on-site energy at
the site i. In this model, if Uij = �jUiijdij and r – r0, then the local
attractive interaction gives rise to s-wave pairing. Whereas
Uij = �jUijj(1 � dij), where j is a nearest neighbour of i on the lattice,
then the non-local attractive interaction gives rise to d-wave pair-
ing. As mentioned before, in an earlier communication [11] we have
studied superconductivity in ordered systems as well as in disor-
dered systems with uncorrelated and correlated on-site disorder.
In this paper, we shall deal with disorder in the off-diagonal terms,
ie in tij. It is in the treatment of off-diagonal disorder that the power
of the augmented space recursion becomes manifest and ASR is one
of the few successful schemes that allow systematic generalizations
of the single-site mean-field theories and maintain the analytic and
symmetry properties of the configuration averaged quantities.

The BdG mean-field decomposition [8] of the interaction term
ni"ni; which arises for s-wave superconductors give expectation
values to the local pairing amplitudes and ‘‘densities”:

Dii ¼ �jUiijhci#ci"i hniri ¼ circyir
� �

whereas, similar mean-field decomposition of the interaction term
nirnjr0 which arises for d-wave superconductors give expectation
values to the non-local pairing amplitudes and ‘‘densities”:
Dij ¼ �jUijjhci#cj"i hnijri ¼ circyjr
D E

We note here that we have considered ONLY singlet spin corre-
lations. Then, in terms of these expectation values we have the
effective quadratic Hamiltonian:
where l�i ¼ l� jUiijhnii=2 (where hnii = hni"i + hni;i, here we
consider hni"i = hni;i since we do not consider spontaneous
exchange splitting in our system) incorporates the site dependent
Hartree shift (for on-site (Uii) attractive interaction) and
t�ij ¼ tij þ jUijjhniji=2 is the renormalized hopping integral (for in-
ter-site (Uij) attractive interaction). This effective Hamiltonian
can be diagonalized by using the following transformation:

ci" ¼
X

n
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h i

ci# ¼
X

n

nn#unðriÞ þ nyn"v�nðriÞ
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where nnr and nynr are quasi-particle operators, and un(ri), vn(ri) are
the quasi-particle amplitudes.

Within the Hartree–Fock mean-field approximation incorporat-
ing charge-order and superconducting decoupling along with the
above canonical-transformation
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where

HunðriÞ ¼ ðei � l�i ÞunðriÞ �
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j is the nearest neighbour of i. We can express the particle density
hnii and the pairing potential in terms of the quasi-particle ampli-
tude as

hnii ¼ 2
X

n
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X
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fn is the Fermi function. A fully self-consistent solution of Eqs.
(4)–(6) can be obtained provided both the normal (jUiijni and jUijjnij)
and the anomalous potentials (Dii and Dij) are determined consis-
tently with Eq. (6). The self-consistency criteria or error is set to
10�6 for the calculation of all self-consistent parameters throughout
the present study.

2.2. Disorder and superconductivity

To analyze the effect of disorder on a superconducting system
we shall begin with the simplest model, namely the single-band
attractive Hubbard Hamiltonian described in the Eq. (2) but with



the extra feature that some of its terms are random. This disor-
dered attractive Hubbard model as mentioned previously has also
been widely used to study superconductivity in disordered s-wave
[1–5] and d-wave [6,7] superconductors. We shall assume that the
randomness will be substitutional, binary and homogeneous. It can
be characterized by a set of random occupation variables {mi},
which take the values 1 or 0 according to whether the site labelled
i is occupied by a A or a B-type of atom.

In our previous communication we had considered the effect of
randomness in all-possible diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian,
namely in �i and Uii (Dii) [refer Eq. (2)].

In this communication we will be studying both s- and d-wave
superconductivity in disordered systems with off-diagonal disor-
der and in the following we shall define our model for disorder.

2.2.1. s-Wave superconductivity
We will consider randomness in the simplest possible diagonal

term, namely the on-site energy term which is diagonal in both
particle–hole space and real (lattice) space.

ei ¼ eB þ de mi ð7Þ

Physically, this implies depending on whether a site is occupied
by an A or B kind of species it has corresponding on-site energy �A

or �B. In addition we also consider the effect of randomness in the
off-diagonal term:

tij ¼ tBB þ tð1Þðmi þmjÞ þ tð2Þmimj ð8Þ

Randomness in the hopping amplitude is caused because
depending upon whether a site is occupied by A or B kind of species
and its nearest neighbour to which an electron may hop is of A or B
kind, tij takes on values tAA, tAB and tBB.

2.2.2. d-Wave superconductivity
Here we shall again consider randomness in the diagonal term,

namely the on-site energy term and the off-diagonal (hopping)
term:

ei ¼ eB þ demi

t�ij ¼ t�BB þ t�ð1Þðmi þmjÞ þ t�ð2Þmimj ð9Þ

The renormalized hopping integral (defined below Eq. (2)) again
may take on values t�AA; t�AB or t�BB depending upon the kind of spe-
cies that occupies the site i and its nearest neighbour j. Further we
have used the notation d� = D = �A � �B. For off-diagonal disorder
we have, k(1) = kAB � kBB, k(2) = kAA + kBB � 2kAB, here k is the off-
diagonal potential parameters of the model which is the hopping
t for s-wave superconductivity and renormalised hopping t* for
d-wave superconductivity. In absence of any off-diagonal disorder,
kAA = kBB = kAB = k. In the following we shall represent the off-diag-
onal randomness in terms of k viz. kAA = ak, kBB = bk and kAB = ck,
such that

kð1Þ ¼ ðc� bÞ kð2Þ ¼ aþ b� 2c ð10Þ

in units of k. Further the parameter d = (kAA � kBB) = (a � b)k charac-
terize the strength of off-diagonal disorder similar to d� for diagonal
disorder.

The class of systems with which we shall begin our study will
be substitutional binary disordered alloys. As the Hamiltonian
parameters are random, our description will form a configuration
averaged picture as described below:

If the concentrations of A and B-type of atoms in the solid are x
and y, then the probability density of the random occupation vari-
ables mi, is given by:

pðmiÞ ¼ xdðmi � 1Þ þ ydðmiÞ
The ‘configuration space’ of mi, Ui, has rank 2 and is spanned by
the states jAii and jBii.

The augmented space formalism associates with each random
variable mi an operator eMi acting on its configuration space Ui

and whose spectral density is its probability density. That is:

pðmiÞ ¼ �
1
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y
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p
jBii which is a state with one ‘fluctua-

tion’ about the reference state at the site i. The configuration states
jAii and jBii are the eigenkets of eMi corresponding to eigenvalues 1
and 0.

A representation of this operator in the basis is:eMi ¼ xþ ðy� xÞcyi ci þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
xy
p

cyi þ ci


 �
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The operator cyi creates a configuration fluctuation at the site i
about this reference state, e.g. cyi j;ii ¼ j1ii. Since each site can have
only two states, only one fluctuation is allowed per site. Thus ci are
fermion-like operators and cyi j1ii ¼ 0 and cij;ii ¼ 0.

The augmented space theorem [12] states that the configura-
tion average of a function of a set of independent random vari-
ables: A({mi}) can be expressed as a matrix element in the full
configuration space of the disordered system U ¼

Q�Ui,

hhAðfmigÞii ¼ hf;gjeAðf eMigÞjf;gi ð13Þ

where jf;gi ¼
Q�

i j;ii and eAðf eMigÞ is the representation of the oper-
ator eA in the configuration space U, constructed by replacing all
random variables mi by their corresponding operators eMi and

eAðf eMigÞ ¼
Z
� � �
Z

AðfkigÞ
Y

dPðkiÞ ð14Þ

P(ki) is the spectral density of the self-adjoint operator eMi. A com-
pact way of representing a basis in configuration space is to denote
it by the sequence of sites where we have a configuration fluctua-
tion. This sequence is called the cardinality sequence and the mean-
ing of the empty cardinality sequence {;} then becomes obvious. For
the purpose of configuration averaging we need to construct the
Hamiltonian in the augmented space W ¼H�

Q�
i Ui by replacing

all the random variables shown in Eqs. (7)–(9) by the corresponding
operators. As described earlier for s-wave superconductivity we
have randomness both in the on-site (�i) and hopping (tij) terms.
The effective augmented space Hamiltonian becomes:
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For d-wave superconductivity with randomness in �i, and tij the
corresponding effective Hamiltonian in the augmented space
becomes:
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We gather from the above equation, all the configuration space
operators can be written in terms of operators involving Fi. They
are either I or

P
iAiFi ¼Fð1Þ or

P
ijBijFiFj ¼Fð2Þ. The operator F

ð1Þ
i



either counts or creates and annihilates configuration fluctuations
at single sites labelled i, while the operator Fð2Þ counts or creates
and annihilates a pair of configuration fluctuations simultaneously
at two sites labelled i and j. In the absence of off-diagonal disorder
and for off-diagonal disorder where we assume that for any two-
site parameter 2kAB = kAA + kBB(a + b = 2c), Fð2Þ vanishes, we have
only single site configuration fluctuations and single site approxi-
mations like the CPA becomes applicable. In the general case, the
last term describes correlated simultaneous configuration fluctua-
tions at two sites, a natural consequence of off-diagonal disorder.
In this work, our aim will be to carry out configuration averaging
in the presence of off-diagonal disorder without resorting to any
approximations.

The Bogoliubov-de-Gennes transformation then introduces the
electron and hole subspaces with an effective coupled electron-
hole Schrödinger like equation:

eH eDeD� �eHy
 !

uðE;~riÞ
vðE;~riÞ

� 	
¼ EeI uðE;~riÞ

vðE;~riÞ

� 	
ð17Þ

where

eH ¼ eH eDeD� �eHy
 !

After constructing the BdG Hamiltonian (17) in the augmented
electron–hole space, we block tridiagonalize it using the vector
recursion technique [11]:

j1ii ¼
uðE;~r0Þ � f;g
vðE;~r0Þ � f;g

� 	
Bynþ1jnþ 1ii ¼ eHjnii � Anjnii � Bnjn� 1ii

The coefficients An and Bn are obtained from the orthogonality
of the generated basis and between rows of the same basis [24].
The configuration averaged diagonal matrix element of the Green
function then follows as a matrix continued fraction:

hhGð~r0;~r0; EÞii ¼ hh1jGj1ii ¼ G0ðEÞ

GnðEÞ ¼ zI � An � Bynþ1Gnþ1ðEÞBnþ1

� ��Pn�1

n ¼ 0;1;2; . . . N2 � 1

where A�Pn denotes inverse in the subspace spanned by the basis
{jn + 1 ii, jn + 2 ii, . . .}. The matrix continued fraction is terminated
in two steps. The matrix coefficients {An,Bn} are calculated exactly
for n < N1, then: first, by putting An ¼ AN1 and Bn ¼ BN1 for all
N1 6 n < N2 and second, GN2 ðEÞ ¼ ðEþ igÞ�1I

If we had started the recursion from a different starting state:

j1ii ¼
fuðE;~r0Þ þ uðE;~r1Þg=

ffiffiffi
2
ph i

� f;g

fvðE;~r0Þ þ vðE;~r1Þg=
ffiffiffi
2
ph i

� f;g
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The same vector recursion gives:

hh1jGðEÞj1ii ¼ hhGð~r0;~r0; EÞii þ hhGð~r0;~r1; EÞii

We have assumed that

hhGð~r0;~r0; EÞii ¼ hhGð~r1;~r1; EÞii and hhGð~r0;~r1; EÞii
¼ hhGð~r1;~r0; EÞii ð18Þ

The 2 � 2 electron–hole Green matrix is:

hhGð~ri;~rj; EÞii ¼ hhGþþð~ri;~rj; EÞii hhGþ�ð~ri;~rj; EÞii
hhG�þð~ri;~rj; EÞii hhG��ð~ri;~rj; EÞii

 !
ð19Þ
We can express the particle density and the pair interaction po-
tential and related terms off-diagonal in real space in terms of the
elements of the Green matrix as:
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The vector recursion method in the augmented space provides
an elegant scheme to compute all the quantities of interest in the
BdG formalism. In the following section we shall discuss our
results.

3. Results and discussion

In order to illustrate our numerical method and the importance
of the off-diagonal disorder the calculations are carried out for two
different choices of parameters:

Type 1 The parameters a, b and c are chosen in such a way so that
the constraint a + b � 2c = 0 is satisfied. As mentioned
earlier this choice of the parameters exclude correlated
simultaneous configuration fluctuation at two sites. Here
d = a � b is the parameter that characterize the strength
of the off-diagonal disorder.

Type 2 One in which a + b � 2c – 0. Here the parameter
a + b � 2c define the strength of off-diagonal disorder.

Further for the ease of discussion of the disorder of Type 2, we
define a parameter v = (a � c) + (b � c) such that when:

(i) v > 0 ? strength of hopping interaction between same kind
of species is greater than that between different kind of
species.

(ii) v = 0 ? strength of hopping interaction between same kind
of species is equal to that between different kind of species.

(iii) v < 0 ? strength of hopping interaction between same kind
of species is less than that between different kind of species.

Finally Table 1 presents a correspondence between the chosen
parameters defined in the methodology section and the various fig-
ures discussed in the present section.

3.1. Normal systems with randomness in the off-diagonal hopping
term tij

We shall first present test calculations for non-superconducting
systems (Uii = Uij = 0) for a two dimensional (square lattice) tight-
binding model with disorder in the hopping term tij in order to
check the feasibility and numerical accuracy of our method. The
composition of the alloys is taken to be x = y = 0.5 and the system
is fixed at half-filling throughout the present analysis. The off-diag-
onal disorder is characterized by three parameters tAA, tBB and tAB,
where we have defined tAA = at, tBB = bt and tAB = ct. We have kept
hhtijii = x � tAA + y � tBB fixed at 1 in units of t.



Table 1
Correspondence between parameters defined in Section 2 and the various figures
discussed here.

p
? The corresponding potential parameter is present in the

Hamiltonian and is random. �? The corresponding potential parameter is present
in the Hamiltonian but is not considered to be random. — ? The corresponding
potential parameter is not present in the Hamiltonian. ‘‘ � ” :: tAA = tBB, (since here
d = tAA � tBB, the random off-diagonal potential parameter in question being tij) so the
widths of the bands for the A and B species are the same.

� tij Uii Uij Type Figures
(Dii) (Dij) (in Section 3)

� p
— — 1 Fig. 1ap p
— — 1 Fig. 1b

� p
— — 2 Fig. 1cp p
— — 2 Fig. 1dp p
— — 2 Fig. 1e

(with d = 0)*
� p � — 1 Fig. 2ap p � — 1 Fig. 2b
� p � — 2 Fig. 2cp p � — 2 Fig. 2dp p � — 2 Fig. 2e

(with d = 0)*
� p

— � 1 Fig. 4
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Fig. 1. A study of the variation of the normal state DOS with (a � b) (a) and c (c). The pres
make even the normal state DOS asymmetric provided ða� bÞ– 0:0 (b) and (d). But when
randomness are present simultaneously (e).
The results of our calculation for the configuration averaged lo-
cal density of states are displayed in Fig. 1. The type of disorder (re-
flected by the type of parameters) depicted by each figure is
described in Table 1. In Fig. 1a and b we have kept c constant
and have varied d = a � b such that v = a + b � 2c = 0. Thus disor-
der is of Type 1. We find from Fig. 1a that with the increase in
off-diagonal disorder d, the width of the energy spectrum increases
due to disorder induced broadening. States pile up at the band cen-
tre and DOS at the Fermi level increases for larger values of d. The
widening of the band width and enhancement of the central max-
imum leads to a decrease in the kurtosis of the DOS shape. With
the additional presence of on-site disorder (D = 0.5), the DOS be-
comes asymmetric (Fig. 1b).

Now, we consider disorder of Type 2 as discussed earlier, and
the results are presented in Fig. 1c. In Fig. 1c, c = 0.8, 1 and 1.2 cor-
responds to v > 0, v = 0 and v < 0 respectively. From this figure we
see that as we go from v > 0 to v < 0 the band-width hardly
changes but the weight of the DOS at the Fermi level decreases.
As in the earlier case, inclusion of the on-site disorder D along with
the off-diagonal disorder d leads to asymmetry in the DOS (Fig. 1d).
The reason may be attributed to the individual DOS of the A and B
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species having different band widths (tAA – tBB, since d – 0). The
presence of the diagonal disorder causes the individual DOS of
the two species to be centre-shifted (since �A – �B) resulting in
the combined DOS being asymmetric. We have verified this by
choosing D = 0.5, but d = 0, c – 0. The results are shown in
Fig. 1e, where in spite of the presence of both diagonal and off-
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Fig. 2. s-Wave superconductivity in the presence of off-diagonal disorder. While (a) and (
with and without diagonal randomness respectively, (c) and (d) are corresponding studies
may be referred. The presence of randomness simultaneously in diagonal (�i) as well as o
But when ða� bÞ ¼ 0:0 then the DOS remains symmetric even when diagonal and off-d
diagonal disorder the DOS of the binary substitutional alloy re-
mains symmetric, since the widths of both the A and B species re-
main the same and their partial DOS is centre-shifted. Thus
simultaneous presence of randomness in diagonal and off-diagonal
terms of the Hamiltonian causes asymmetry of the DOS of a binary
substitutional alloy only under the special condition, d – 0, i.e. the
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Fig. 3. Variation of the superconducting gap with variation of the off-diagonal disorder parameter (a) v, with (a � b) kept fixed at 0.8. (b) a, with b and c kept at zero.
widths of the individual DOS of the component species are
unequal.

Finally we would like to comment on the fine structure ob-
served in the various graphs of Fig. 1 and all subsequent figures
on the density of states. It has been known for a long time that,
in low dimensions, the exact averaged density of states has consid-
erable fine structure, particularly near the band edges. Numerical
works on one-dimensional disordered chains with diagonal disor-
der by Dean [25–27] clearly showed the existance of such struc-
tures. It was also clear that such structures are not reproduced
by the single site coherent potential approximation. Foo et al.
[28] showed that in linear chains with off-diagonal disorder as
well, such fine structures were seen near the band edges and in
impurity bands. They argued that these arose mainly due to the
random formation of clusters in a disordered background. Later
Oguchi et al. [29] confirmed this in a disordered Heisenberg model
(i.e. where the off-diagonal term is disordered). The ASR method
allows us to take into account the effect of clusters. We have
checked that the fine structure seen in our density of states is
not due to effect of terminators. Modifying the length of the termi-
nator or changing the parameter g in it hardly affects the struc-
tures. We propose therefore that the fine structures are due to
random clustering effects. They are particularly prominent when
a � b and c are very different leading to either AA, BB or AB clusters.
Since our models are on a square lattice, the effects are much more
prominent than in three dimensional lattices.
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Fig. 4. Density of states for d-wave superconductor in the presence of disorder in
the hopping amplitude tij.
3.2. s-Wave and d-wave superconductors with randomness in the off-
diagonal hopping integral tij

We shall study the effect of disorder in the off-diagonal hopping
integral tij on an s-wave superconductor. We shall keep Uij = 0 and
Uii fixed at 3.5. As before, hhtijii is kept fixed at 1 in units of t.

The results are shown in Fig. 2. To understand the kind of disor-
der depicted by each figure one may refer to Table 1.

In Fig. 2a and b we have kept c constant and have varied
d = a � b such that v = a + b � 2c = 0. Thus disorder is of Type 1.

We see from Fig. 2a that the magnitude of the gap in the DOS is
nearly independent of the variation in d implying that off-diagonal
disorder of Type 1 has hardly any influence on s-wave
superconductivity.

However, for Type 2 disorder shown in Fig. 2c, as we go from
v > 0 to v < 0 the DOS gets smeared (as also seen in the normal sys-
tem) and the gap in the DOS decreases.

The offsets in Fig. 2 enlarges the area around the gap and clearly
shows how the coherence peaks shift with disorder on both sides
of the gap.

The variation of D with v is seen more clearly in Fig. 3a. Here D
is the local pairing amplitude Dii described in Eq. (20) which is the
order parameter for superconductivity. Here we keep d fixed and
vary v which as discussed previously is a measure of the difference
in hopping strengths between similar and dissimilar sites. We see
clearly from Fig. 3a that as v is varied from the negative to the po-
sitive end, D increases showing greater hopping interaction
strength between similar species supports and enhances supercon-
ductivity. In our previous communication [11] we had seen that
phase segregation (similar species clustering together) enhances
superconductivity more than AB ordering. This is consistent with
our present finding. Our results clearly demonstrate that the gap
in the quasi-particle spectrum survives even in the presence of
the off-diagonal disorder and Anderson’s theorem [30] remains
valid.

The presence of diagonal disorder (D = 0.5) along with the off-
diagonal disorder (d) makes the DOS asymmetric (Fig. 2b and d)
similar to the non-superconducting systems. Here also the cause
of asymmetry can be identified as different widths of constituent
bands (tAA – tBB) combined with the fact that their centres do not
coincide (�A – �B). This is confirmed by Fig. 2e, where we again
see if tAA = tBB (d = 0) then in spite of the presence of both diagonal
(D = 0.5) and off-diagonal (v – 0) disorder the DOS of the system
remains symmetric. Such disorder induced asymmetry of
DOS may be relevant for the tunneling experiments done on
Ba2Sr2CaCuO8+d [31].

We have studied next the variation of the gap parameter D as a
function of a, where b and c are put equal to zero. In such a situa-
tion there is hopping of electron only from a site occupied by spe-
cies A provided its nearest neighbour site is also occupied by A. As
we see from (Fig. 3b) superconductivity does survive in the mate-
rial, but with increase of a, the pairing amplitude D decreases. This
is because here d = a and as it increases it enhances the strength of
off-diagonal disorder and therefore suppresses superconductivity.

Similarly for disordered d-wave superconductors (Uii = 0,
Uij – 0) we studied the effect of randomness in the hopping inte-
gral tij. Here we keep hhtijii = 1 as before. We study the DOS of



the system with variation of d (see Table 1). We see, from Fig. 4,
that similar to diagonal disorder for d-wave superconductivity
[11], the off-diagonal disorder in tij also closes up the V-like cusp
in the DOS characteristic of non-random d-wave superconductors.
The DOS at the band centre becomes non-zero even with the intro-
duction of a slightest amount of disorder. This observation agrees
with earlier CPA studies [18,19]. But unlike diagonal disorder
parameter D, change in off-diagonal disorder parameter d does
not affect the pseudo-gap in the DOS appreciably (see Fig. 4-inset).
4. Summary

In the present work we have applied the augmented space
vector recursion (ASVR) method to study s- and d-wave supercon-
ductivity. This has been done by including the effect of randomness
not only in the diagonal but also in the off-diagonal terms of the
attractive Hubbard Hamiltonian. For binary substitutional alloys
we see that for s-wave superconductivity inclusion of correlated
simultaneous configuration fluctuation at two sites (v – 0) has a
strong influence on the superconducting gap which cannot be cap-
tured using methods involving single site approximation. It is in
the ability to successfully deal with off-diagonal disorder that the
strength of our technique (ASVR) is especially manifested. Further
in the presence of off-diagonal disorder s-wave superconductivity
is favoured by greater hopping integral strength between same
kind of species as compared to that between different kinds. For
d-wave superconductors randomness in tij causes gap-less super-
conductivity similar to the case when disorder is included in the
diagonal terms. Combined diagonal and off-diagonal randomness
causes asymmetry of DOS in both normal and superconducting
binary substitutional alloys only when the band widths of the indi-
vidual DOS of the A and B species are different. Hence ASVR pro-
vides an elegant scheme for the numerical solution of BdG
equation in the presence of both diagonal and off-diagonal
disorder.
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